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In my experience in automation on many occasions I have had to 
attend plant or machine stoppages only to find that parameters 
of the sensor are set incorrectly. I am certain that all production, 

automation or process engineering staff have suffered the same 
problem. An additional factor is that, sensors supplied by different 
manufacturers have different set up procedures, menu handling or 
configuration tools to adjust parameters. 

To manually set these parameters is time consuming at critical 
times, especially if technicians have to try to work out the particular 
programming or set up method. Worse still, is if the sensor in question 
has been completely destroyed and no information is readily avail-
able for the parameters’ values such as switching point, hysteresis, 
the switching characteristics of the NO and NC contacts and various 
other settings. Can you be confident that all these parameters are 
correctly set during these critical times?

Ifm electronic’s IO-Link memory plug can offer you a simple solu-
tion. Physically it is barely bigger then an M12 connector. Its task is 
the automatic reading, saving and storing of parameters and data, 
together with setting the parameters of replacement IO-Link sensors. 
All this without using configuration tools or any menu handling. 
Simply screwed in between cable and IO-Link sensor, it automati-
cally detects, stores and updates all available data. The first and most 
obvious advantage of this is, for example, if a sensor is completely 
destroyed, all parameters are still available and the sensor can be 
replaced without any problems. 

Simply connect the replacement IO-Link sensor of the same type 
and the parameter set stored in the memory plug will be downloaded 
and the sensor will be ready for operation immediately. If the replace-
ment sensor for some reason is not the same type this download will 
not be activated but the sensor will still work in the standard way 
requiring parameters to be set manually.

The memory plug has numerous other advantages. If connected 
to an existing IO-Link sensor in the plant, it will automatically upload 
the parameters from the sensor and store them. From that point on, 
if an IO-Link sensor of the same type is connected to the plug, it will 
download these parameters immediately to that sensor as power is 
connected. If you would like to save or document those parameters 
onto a PC, simply connect the same memory plug via an IO-Link 

interface cable to the PC and by using FDT ifm container software 
the parameter set within the memory plug will be displayed. It is 
easy to then save or print this information. Conversely, parameters 
can be set via the PC and FDT ifm container software to the memory 
plug, either as a new set-up or from a saved parameter set. When the 
memory plug is reconnected to the IO-Link sensor of the same type, 
the parameter set will be downloaded to the sensor. This enables 
engineers or technicians to make changes to parameters at a desk 
and later, at their own convenience, they can connect the memory 
plug to the IO-Link sensor installed in location. When the power is 
reconnected the new data set will be downloaded and the sensor will 
be immediately ready for operation. 

During initial installation or commissioning you might have 
several sensors with the same parameter settings to be installed. In 
this event, all data can be transmitted to all sensors using only one 
memory plug, simply by connecting the memory plug to each IO-
Link sensor in turn and then connecting power. The parameter set 
is immediately downloaded to the sensor and the sensor is ready 
for use. The parameterisation download is indicated by LEDs on the 
memory plug,

During normal operation of the plant or machine the memory 
plug can be left connected to the sensor as the normal signals of 
the sensor are transferred via the memory plug to the inputs of the 
controller without change to the speed or quality. Alternatively, the 
memory plug can be removed once the parameters are downloaded 
to the sensor and the memory plug can be tagged and stored in a 
safe place, for use later.

Further advantages of this memory plug are that due to the non-
volatile memory, the memory plug can be reconfigured as often as 
required and reused. The memory plug is write protected once it has 
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Abbreviations

ASi - Actuator Sensor interface
DTM - Device Type Manager
FDT - Field Device Tool
HMI - Human Machine Interface
LED - Light Emitting Diodes
NO & NC - Normally open Contact & Normally closed Contact
PC - Personal Computer
PLC - Programmable Logic Controller
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a data set in its memory, but can be reset to factory settings by using 
either a PC and the FDT ifm electronic container software or a teach 
button available as an accessory. This enables it to be used again to 
read from a sensor. The memory plug is capable of parameter setting 
of the IO-Link sensors from all manufacturers if the data storage of 
the devices is configured according to the IO-Link specification V1.1. 

Keeping in mind that should a replacement sensor be either a 
standard sensor or not be of an IO-Link compatible specification the 
parameter download will simply not be activated and the sensor will 
work in the standard way. Pin2 on the unit is electrically connected 
and so any output that the sensor might use this pin for will not be 
affected by the installation of the memory plug. The memory plug is 
not suitable for NPN switching. 

Short explanation of IO-Link 

The IO-Link concept is a manufacturer independent point to point 
standardised connection of sensors, switching devices and actuators 
below the fieldbus level using standard connection cables. It can be 
used to automatically parameterise sensors, and enables the user 
to extend central online diagnosis down to sensor level. In addition, 
it can transmit measured values without loss and also facilitates 
commissioning and parameter setting via the machine’s/plants HMI. 

Integrating IO-Link into your plant or machine

It must be said at this stage that IO-Link sensors can be operated in 
the IO-Link communication mode, or can be used like conventional 
binary sensors in the standard IO mode. 

Therefore, the user can integrate IO-Link sensors into existing 
installations without any restrictions. Conversely IO-Link compatible 
I/O modules also support both operating modes. 

This means that binary standard sensors can be connected to 
these modules. In both these cases no user intervention is required 
and the system automatically accommodates for these situations. 
IO-Link sensors of the same type have the same IO-Link device ID. 
The series number may be different. The IO-Link device ID is an 
unambiguous device identification assigned by the manufacturer.

 IO-Link in combination with 
AS-I.

What do FDT and DTM actually mean? 

The FDT technology standardises the communication interface be-
tween field devices and the system environment (host). The special 
feature of this technology is that it is independent of the communica-
tion protocol used as well as of the respective software environment. 
The user is likewise independent to choose the unit to be used and 

the control system used. In brief: FDT makes it possible to address 
any unit via any system using any protocol.

How it works

The manufacturer of a device provides a special software, the De-
vice Type Manager (DTM) for each of his devices or device groups. 
The DTM is software which works as a unit driver for the respective 
components, eg sensors. As with a printer driver for a PC-based 
operating system, the DTM works in an automation or engineering 
system. The DTM covers all unit-specific data, functions and oper-
ating conditions, such as the device structure, the communication 
possibilities available, the internal dependencies and the capabilities 
for human-machine communication. The DTMs provide functions 
to call device parameters, to configure and operate devices and to 
locate errors. DTMs may consist of a simple graphic user interface 
for creating device parameters, or they may also take the form of a 
sophisticated application which, for example, carries out real time 
calculations for diagnostics and maintenance purposes.

The DTM is loaded into the FDT container program, and executed 
from there. The system environment (host) with the FDT container 
program as frame application defines a number of interfaces between 
the host application and the DTM. FDT container programs can be 
configuration programs for devices or for controllers (PLC), however 
they can also consist of an operating panel with the corresponding 
software program for an asset management. At any rate, both the 
DTM and the FDT are always software solutions. The communication 
with various devices via the fieldbuses used (eg AS-i, HART, Profi-
bus, etc) is implemented via so-called communication DTMs. These 
DTMs are provided by the manufacturers of the fieldbus devices 
and components and allow a network topology via several different 
fieldbus systems.

Conclusion

The advantages of using the memory plug and IO-Link sensors in your 
plant or machine are practically endless as far as shortening break-
down times and the added benefits are that you can conveniently 
copy and store sensor parameterisation data, eliminate errors that 
may occur during initial or re-parameterisation of sensors. In addi-
tion, the memory plug is universal for all IO-Link sensors regardless 
of manufacturer.

Websites

•	 FDT	Technology	Website	www.fdtgroup.org
•	 IO-Link	Website	www.io-link.com
•	 Memory	plug	data.	www.ifm.com
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